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INDO-EUROPEAN ROOT-FORMATION. 

THOSE 

who have attempted to trace the relation between 

any of the IE. languages must have been struck by 
the comparative paucity of undoubtedly related words which 

can be found in a vocabulary so extended. It is a further 

surprise to find such a multiplicity of roots, having the same 

or nearly the same meaning, distributed among the several 

languages. 

The explanation of this lies in the fact that the roots of 

the original stock have been combined in various ways. If we 

analyze the so-called roots in the manner of Per Persson, in 

his Studien zur LeJire von der Wurzelerweiterung und Wurzel 

variation, we shall greatly increase the number of possible 
connections and greatly reduce the number of separate roots. 

And this I believe to be the true method. The roots as we 

find them may be greatly changed, may have been confused 

in some instances with one another ; but that does not alter 

the fact that it is really compound and not simple roots that 

we have to deal with. Few would perhaps dispute this. 

The matter resolves itself, then, into a question of method : 

Shall we take the roots as we find them, or try to reduce them 

to a simpler form ? I see no difference in principle between 

cutting off the suffix and comparing what remains in Gk. 

7r\r?-pri<? and Lat. pl?-nus, and doing the same thing in such 

combinations as x-b, x-bJi, x-p, x-t, x-d, etc., where x denotes a 

common element with a common meaning, and b, bh, etc., 

various determinatives. Now those who are opposed to this 

method, when they find x-b and x-bh, and are convinced that 

they are cognate, avoid the difficulty by calling them by-forms. 
And yet if the same persons discover an IE. root bJia and 

another with a similar meaning, ba, they would doubtless 

hesitate to connect them. Now that to my mind seems 
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unscientific. Until it is proved that b and bh are interchange 
able it is no explanation to say that x-b and x-bh are by-forms. 
So they 

are 
by-forms, just 

as 7r\r?pr}<; and p le'nus are. 

It is generally admitted that what we now call suffixes had 
once a separate existence, that the formation of a stem was 

essentially the same as the formation of a compound. That 

being the case, why are the suffixes usually so much shorter 

than the root to which they are appended ? Simply because 

the suffix is the last of possibly several suffixes. 

Suppose 
now that we start with a root eu, u, meaning 

' 
to 

turn 
' 

or ' move back and forth.' To this may be added 

various other roots, modifying or intensifying the force of 

the original, or indicating the source or the agency. So we 

may have *tie-io-, *ue-iw-, *ue-lo-, *tie-ro-,*ue-bho-, *ue-dho-, etc. 

These, in turn, may become the bases, or so-called roots, of 

further formations, and we get *uei-do-, *ueu-do-, *uel-do-, etc., 

or *uei-bo-, *uel-bo-, etc. Or through a 
prefixed element there 

may arise *s-uelo-, *s-??ero-. Such I believe to be the process 

in the growth of words in IE., and this, among other things 

growing out of it, I shall attempt to prove in the following 
discussion. 

Suffixes. It is necessary first to examine the suffixes, and, 
wherever possible, to explain their origin. And here we 

should look first to the demonstrative roots, for there we 

shall be most likely to meet with the oldest elements of the 

IE. speech. Others have sought here for primitive stems, 
and whether or not it is scientific, it is reasonable. 

Language has developed, like everything else, from small 

beginnings. What is more natural than to suppose that 

among the earliest elements were utterances pointing out 

this or that? To give one illustration here, let us take 

Gothic sailvan. This, according to Fay, A. J. P. XVI. 22, 
has its origin in an exclamatory demonstrative. He might 
have made a very plausible case if he had referred to Goth. 

sai, O H G. se, s?-nu, 'behold! see!' which has been ex 

plained as *so-id by Osthoff, PBB. VIII. 311 ff. This is noth 

ing but the demonstrative calling attention to something, just 
as we might say 

' 
There ! 

' 
meaning 

' 
Look there ! 

' 
And what 
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else is Goth, hiri, Jiirjats, hirjiP, but the adverb supplied 
with verbal endings because it is used as a verb ? Goth. 

saiJvan, then 
? 

but not Gk. eTrofxai, Lat. sequor, whose ori 

gin is different ? 
may very well have arisen from the dem. 

so used in this way. 
It will be seen from an examination of the pronominal 

stems that they coincide with many of the nominal and 

verbal suffixes. This coincidence indicates a common origin. 
And such an explanation has been given in the case of some 

of them. Cf. Brugmann, Grundriss, II. 768. 
The personal pronouns were undoubtedly demonstrative 

in origin (cf. Whitney, Skt. Gr. ? 493). In the first person 
we have the stems *e-go-, *e-gJio-, which may be compound, 

*e-me, *ne ; dual and plural, *uo, *no, with remains of other 

stems in the case suffixes. These stems evidently denoted 

the nearest relation to one's self. The first part of the stem 

is perhaps the pron. stem *o, *e, Brug. II. 801 ff., and iden 

tical with the suf. -0, -e. In -go- we have possibly the same 

element as in the similar suffix in the noun and verb, as Skt. 

bJirajate, 'beams,' Av. bar?za, 'beaming' (cf. Persson, Wz. 

p. 20), and in gJio- the same as in Skt. sprJiayati, 'desires 

eagerly,' Lett, spars, 'energy,' etc., Pers. Wz. p. 27. In *mo-, 

*me- we may see the nominal suffix, and possibly also the 

accusative case-suffix, and other case-suffixes containing the 

base mo, me. The stem *no, *ne occurs also as a demonstra 

tive stem, and is further the nominal and verbal suffix. 

In the second person singular occur the stems *to, *iio, or 

the two combined, and in the dual and plur. *iw, *io. Forms 

beginning te-, as OHG. dih, O. Ch. SI. tebe, have the simple 
stem *to; those beginning tu- are composed of *to -f *iio. ?n 

the same manner, Goth, jii-s may be explained as the 'Schwund 

stufe 
' 
of *ie-ue-s. Cf. Johansson, Bez. Beitr. XV. 313 ff., XVI. 

163, and Brugmann, Grd. II. ? 435, An. 

These stems were very common as noun and verb suffixes, 

and, together with the others mentioned and those to be dis 

cussed later, were well adapted to form adjectives or nouns 

of agency, which, of course, might develop in various ways 
in noun and verb. For any of these pronominal stems added 
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to a root would fix the idea conveyed, or indicate the agent. 
The stems of the second person naturally denoted a relation 

somewhat more remote from the speaker than those of the 

first. The stem *tw-, it is true, is common to both, but is 

used only in the dual and plural of the first person, and 
' we 

' 

includes the person addressed as well as the speaker. 
The stem *io is especially interesting. It implies some 

thing removed, primarily, from the speaker, and then from 

that to which the speaker may refer. From the idea of 

separation easily 
arose that of source, on the one hand, with 

its various meanings of 'belonging to,' 'pertaining to,' 'com 

ing from,' 
' 
originating in,' etc. ; and that of difference, on 

the other hand, from which comes its force as a comparative 
suffix. Every way in which this suffix is used may be ex 

plained in this manner. Moreover, its use as a relative is 

easily accounted for, since it denoted something pertaining to 

the person or thing referred to. Enlarged, this suffix appears 
as -ten-, -ion-, and in its comparative force as ie-s, io-s. Fur 

ther, I believe this to be the -to of the genitive singular of 

??-stems, as Gk. \vko-io, ?^te-Zo, and in its 
' 

Schwundstufe 
' 

in 

fjLol and Thess. %/ooW. I do not see, at least, how it can 

be separated from possessive pronouns with this suffix, as 

Lat. meus <*me-io-s, which Brugmann, Grd. II. 125, places 

here. It is even possible that this root is contained in the 

verb *ei, 'to go.' The meaning is at least very near. 

The corresponding feminine suffix is -?-, -i?-, which in its 

character as a suffix forming collectives (cf. V. Michels, Ger 

mania, XXXVI. 121) may well be the optative suffix -?-, -i?- ; 

for what 
' is to be done 

' 
or ' 

should be done 
' 
(cf. Skt. yajyas, 

'reverendus') easily passes into what one wishes done or 

to do. 

In the reflexive are united the stems *so, *uo in the same 

manner as *to-, uo- in the second person, *so- occurring alone 

as *to- does. This stem *so- is the *so of the demonstrative, 

which supplies the nominative to the reflexive. The use as 

a reflexive was not original, but was the natural outgrowth 

of its use in connection with the subject in the third person. 
It is possible that this stem furnished the suffix for a few 
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verbs whose stem ends in s, but in most cases the origin of 

this s was different. It was used, however, as I believe, in 

the formation of the nominal declension. The s occurring 
here is the appended original demonstrative *so, which prob 

ably appears also in Skt. nas, vas, and in this way was the 

same as the s of the plural, as 
Torp supposes. Cf. Brugmann, 

Grd. II. 519. An appended demonstrative is not a strange 

thing in the development of the IE. languages. In the de 

clensions we undoubtedly have compounds formed in the 

same manner as the nominal stem, which was 
certainly in 

many instances composed of root + pronominal stem. And 

this same process has been repeated in later times, as in Lith. 

and in ON. 

The nominative case suffix, then, is our demonstrative *so in 

its 'Schwundstufe.' It will be noticed, too, that it does not 

occur with *so, which was never *sos 
originally, but does 

occur with all other masculine 0-stems, at least. The gen. suf. 

-sio would be just 
what we should expect from a stem *-so, 

assuming, 
as we have, that -io is here the real genitive suffix. 

And yet it is probable that this was not original, since the 

development of relation of one form to another was much 

later. The genitive suffix in the form -so is none the less the 

demonstrative. So too the s in other cases points to this 

origin, especially 
in the locative suf. -su, -si. 

There occur further as demonstrative stems, besides those 

mentioned as forming the personal pronouns, also ko- and kio 

from ko -f io ; q"o- and qHi- from q"o- + i(o), and q"u- from 

cf-o- + u{o) ; sio- from so- + io-. All of these, at least in their 

simple forms, recur as suffixes in noun and verb stems. 

Besides these are other suffixes not of pronominal ori 

gin, or at least not connected with stems of pronouns that 

remain as such. Two suffixes, {e)lo-, {e)ro-, 
or el-, er-, in their 

various forms, furnish the most common IE. suffix to form 

nouns of agency or instrument. The suf. el{o-), (e)lo- is the 

verbal root *el- in Gk. ?X-dc?, i\-0e?v, the primary meaning of 

which was 'to proceed or spring from,' and hence denoted 

the source of the act, and consequently the agent or the in 

strument. In its development as a diminutive suffix it is 
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parallel with the suf. -to-. The suf. -telo-, -tel-, tlo- is a com 

pound of -to- + do- 
(cf. Persson, Wz. p. 202 ff., and the litera 

ture given there). 
The suf. {e)ro-, -er{o) 

comes likewise from a verbal root *er-, 

'to spring up,' 'to rise,' 'to go,' in Skt. r-noti, 'rises,' Gk. op 

vvfjLi, Lat. or-ior, and in Gk. ep-^o/xaL, etc. As in -elo-, a 
longer 

form -tero-, -tro-, -ter- is composed of -to- + -ro-. The develop 

ment in meaning was similar to that of {t)elo-. The compara 
tive suffix was the natural outgrowth of the idea of separa 

tion, as in the -to- suffix. Like the -to- suffix, it is also used 

as a 
genitive 

case suffix, as in ON. v?r, 
' 
of us,' Goth, unsara, 

OHG. unser, and in the form -tero- in the genitive and pos 

sessive pronoun, as Lat. nostr?, nostrum, and noster, Gk. 97/xe 

repo-s. This is not a development of the comparative suffix, 
but both grew out of the same idea of source or separation. 
Lat. meus < *me-io-s from the stem me is 

exactly parallel to 

noster from nos. These possessives seem to be closely 
con 

nected with corresponding genitive forms, as ON. gen. v?r 

<*u?-ro, poss. v?rr < *ii?-ro-s; IE. *me-io-s from gen. *me-i(o). 

Exactly similar is Skt. gen. tdva, poss. tvds, Gk. tcos, Lat. tovos. 

For further examples cf. Brugmann, Grd. II. 823 ff. This, 
it seems to me, proves that the -to- as well as the {t)ero- suffix 

is of the same origin in the genitive, the possessive, the com 

parative, and elsewhere. It is needless to say that the same 

suffix in the formation of the verb-stem is identical, for this is 

always the case. It may be called a suffix in one place, and 
a root-determinative in another, but it is the same thing. For 

my part, I prefer the term suffix throughout. 
The suffixes -dho- and -do- are used 

similarly in noun and 

verb, the former from the root *dhe, 'to put, do,' the latter 

from the root *d?, 'to give' (cf. Brugmann, II. 1045 ff.). 
The suf. -dho- appears compounded with -ro- and -lo-, as -dhro 

and -dhlo-. The suf. -d- in the noun I consider identical with 

the element -do- of the verb, from the root *d?-, 'to give.' 

Primarily it would indicate the source or agent. Skt. jala 
das, 

' 
water-giving,' or Lat. l?ci-du-s, 

' 
light-giving,' differ from 

Gk. pLrjfcds, 
' 
bleating,' 

' 
bleater 

' 
{i.e. 

s 
bleat-giving ') or Xapurol^, 

'the light-giver,' 'the torch,' only in being later formations. 
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Of course, after the suffix had become productive, it was 

used, like any other suffix, with a weakened feeling for the 

original meaning. The earliest use of it is as an ablative 

case suffix. If this be the origin, it came to its use through 
the idea of separation involved in the compound thus formed. 

The suf. -bJio- may be connected with the verb *bh-eu-, 
' 
to 

become,' 'to spring up.' This would also express the source, 

forming adjectives denoting the source, or nouns of agency 
or instrument. For examples, see Brugmann, Grd. II. 203 ff. 

Under this head would come the adverbial suf. -ba in ubila-ba, 

'ill,' 'evilly,' which brings us to the conclusion that the same 

element is contained in the case-suffixes beginning with bh-, 
the instrumental and the ablative. Starting with the mean 

ing contained in ^J*bJieu-, the further development of this 

suffix is quite natural. See Persson as above. 

In the suf. es, os, occurring in nouns, and in verbs in 

forming desideratives, the future and the aorist, as well as the 

infinitive, Skt. -se, Gk. -aac, Lat. -re, Bopp recognized the 

root es-, 'to be.' See Bopp, Vergl. Grain. II3. 425, 540, and 

III3. 107, 271, 398. His view seems to be abandoned. That 

he was right, however, I shall attempt to prove. It is ad 

mitted that there is a connection between the several forma 

tions, but that one is the natural outgrowth of another has 

not, so far as I know, been in every particular pointed out. 

First, what was the primary meaning of the IE. root *es-f 

Certainly not 'being 
' 
or ' 

existence,' for of that the pro-ethnic 
man could have no conception. It probably signified a con 

tinuing or remaining as distinguished from a wandering life. 

The same meaning inheres in the root *ues-, which possibly 

may be a compound of *es~. At any rate this is a natural 

development. 

If the primary meaning is 'to remain,' verbs and nouns 

formed with this as a suffix ought to imply a continuance of 

the activity expressed. This, I think, is the case, at least 

primarily. To the stem IE. kleu-, 'to hear,' belong O. Ch. SI. 

slovo, 'word,' Skt. ?rdvas, Gk. /cXeo?, 'renown,' the continu 

ance of the hearing. So V nem-, to bend : Skt. nam-as, 
' a 

bending, honoring 
' 

; V g*her-, 
' warm 

' 
: Gk. 0?po<?, 

' 
heat, 
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summer,' Skt. h?ras, 
' heat' ; V ten, 

' to hold 
' 

: Gk. revos, 
' a 

band/ something that continues to hold. Continued action 

is more or less apparent in Gk. ?evyos, 
' a yoke/ 

' a pair 
' 

; 

e/o/co?, 
' 

inclosed space 
' 

; /cev?os, 
' 
abyss 

' 
; ir?v?os, 

' 
sorrow 

' 
; 

t^i)%o?, 
' 
cold, coldness 

' 
; Lat. opus, 

' 
work 

' 
; and many others. 

The adjectives in -es regularly express a continuous quality, 
as i/reuS^?, 

' 
deceitful 

' 
; ev/jbevrjs, 

' 
well-disposed 

' 
; aorOev^ 

'weak'; Skt. apds-, 'active,' tavds-, 'strong/ su-cetas-, 'well 

disposed/ etc. Here, however, the continuous force might 
arise regardless of the significance of the suffix. 

It is in the verb that the character of this suffix is most 

evident. From V eU- m Lat. ex-u?, 
' 
doff,' Skt. v-as-t?, 

'dresses/ i.e. continue wrapping one's self; Vter-, 'to turn,' 
' to tremble 

' 
: Skt. trdsati, Gk. Tp?{a)co, Lat. terreo, 

' 
keep 

trembling/ 
' fear 

' 
; Lat. video, 

' see 
' 

: vis?, Goth, ga-weis?n, ' to visit 
' 

; Skt. dhr, 
' 
hold,' 

' 
withstand 

' 
: dhrs, Goth, ga-dars, 

'to continue firm,' 'be bold'; Skt. hdrati, 'take away': 
hrasati, 'continue taking away/ 'decrease.' Instead of ex 

pressing continued or repeated action the verb may be inten 

sive, as in Skt. tasati, 
' 
pull 

' 
; bh?sati, 

' 
shine 

' 
; Gk. oSd^co, 

' 
sting 

' 
; ?;?{a)(o, 

' 
smooth,' etc. 

Enlarged, the suffix occurs as -sko-, forming iterative or 

intensive verbs. Notice especially the Ionic iterative pre 

terits, as (f)evye(Tfcov, ipi?ea/cov, eiirea-icov, etc., Brugmann, Grd. 

II. 1032. Further: Lat. hiscd, n?sc?, cr?sc?, qui?sc?, rubesc?, 

and many others with an inchoative meaning growing out of 

the original continuous force of the suffix, and not 'due to 

the accidentally inherent continuous character of a few verbs 

of this class/ as Bloomfield, IF. IV. 68, puts it, in agreement 
with Brugmann, Grd. II. 1036. 

The next step in the development of verbs in -es- was to 

pass into desideratives, since from the idea of continued or 

repeated action arose that of attempted or desired action. 

Compare the similar growth in the imperfect. That the two 

ideas are closely connected is seen in the reverse develop 
ment of the English 'would/ as in 'he would go/ meaning 
first 'he wished to go/ and then 'he used to go.' Examples 
of desideratives it is not necessary to give. 
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From the desiderative it was a short remove to the future, 
as we see in the English 'he will go,' and such, we may be 

sure, was the procedure in IE. -sio-, Skt. -sya. Cf. Whitney, 

Skt. Gr. 948, b. 

These then are the principal suffixes recognized as such, 
and most of them have been referred to pronominal stems. 

It will be seen that many of these suffixes go in groups, 
as -dho-, -do- ; -ro-, -lo-, etc. The reason of this is that their 

meaning 
was similar, not because there was a 

phonetic 

interchange. It remains, however, to show the connection 

between the suffixes in -0 and those in -/ and -u. The latter 

are formed from the corresponding ??-stems by the addition 

of the suffixes -i{p)- and 
-u{o)-, just 

as stems in -t or -n come 

from stems in -to- and -no-. (Cf. Streitberg, IF. III. 305 ff. ; 

Hirt, Ind. Akz. 220.) I believe the origin of all i- and u 

stems to be of that character. They run parallel with the 

corresponding ??-stems, though, of course, later words might 

be formed directly with the i- or ?-suffix. There may even 

occur a union of -io- and -uo-, as in Gk. vivs < *su-iu{o)-. If 

then the suf. -tu- is from 
-teii{o) 

from -to- -\--uo-, the suf. -tiio-, 

which is identical, should be divided -t-uo- and not -tu-o-. 

These compound suffixes were formed on stems ending in 
a 

simple suffix, as Goth, l?ni-, 
' 
ransom,' Skt. l?-ni-, 

' 
a 

tearing 

loose 
' 

: Skt. l?-na-, 
' 
torn loose 

' 
; or 

d?ru 
: acra-, 

' 
tear 

' 
; 

pat?ru- 
: pat ara-, 

' 
flying.' 

As ? is the ' 
Schwundstufe 

' 
of {e)uo-, we have a ready 

explanation for several forms that have caused difficulty. 
Goth, tugg?n seems not to correspond to OHG. zung?n. 
The ? of OHG. has the same origin as tht y of Slav, bogynji, ' 

goddess,' as Streitberg, PBB. XIV. 220, points out. Notice 

the Greek examples cited, as evdvva < *ev9vvia, in which the 
u is from tie. Now the Goth, tugg? is in Lat. lingua (for 

*dingud). The Goth, and OE. probably have compromise 
forms between *tungw?, gen. *tungzvos, and a stem *tunguen-, 

while OHG. zung?n regularly represents the 
' 
Schwundstufe' 

of *tuuguen-. This same ?, from -eue-, appears in several 

suffixes. The Gk. suf. -avvo- is compared by Persson, Wz. 

537, to Skt. -tvana- and Lat. -tuna- m fortuna. Other connec 
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tions can be made. The Skt. suf. tva, which forms gerund 
ives, is simply the ' 

vollstufe 
' 

of the suf. tu. This in Gk. 

forrps participles of necessity in -reo- for -repo-, used actively 
or passively. The same suffix, with an added -ro-, gives in 
Lat. -t?ro-, which forms future active participles. Compare 
also Skt. -tvara- 

(Whitney, Skt. Gr. 1171. a), as in itvara, ' 
going.' It is evident that Lat. -turo- can have no direct 

connection with -tor-, for r tends to make or keep the vowel 

open. Compare melior : melius ; regeris : 
regis ; Goth, airpa : 

ita ; wa?rd : tunpus. It is more directly connected with the 
to- suffix, as we see from Gk. -reo- : -to-. The connection 

made by Brugmann, Grd. II. 364, is therefore wrong, as are 
also the various attempts to explain the verbal suf. -turi?, 
used in Lat. to form desideratives. This -turio- is nothing 
more nor less than a denominative to the future participle 
in -turo-, but with the vowel further reduced. It is easy to 
see how the desiderative force comes in : scripturi? does not 
differ greatly from script?rus sum. 

Further, the Skt. -tvd-t? may be compared with Lat. 

-t?-t{i), Germ, -??-pi, with the same accent. As -t?- is a 

secondary feminine to -to-, and -/- is from -to-, and -ti- from 

te-i{o), we have for the original form of this suffix -tu?-to- or 

t?-tie-to-. We might expect the same vowel-grade as in Skt. 

The Lat. -tut- may go back to -tenet-, as -fis in the nominative 

plural of ?/-stems comes from -ones < -eues. 
(Cf. also Gk. 

-repo- : Lat. t?-ro-, as 
above.) Goth, dftpi- may go back to 

the suffix accented -teueti-, a 
compromise between t?ueti 

and teu?ti. 

-Do- was also used as a 
comparative suffix, as in Skt. par 

vas, 'former,' Gk. irp?v < *irpu>-f?-v (Brugmann, Grd. II. 
127), 

and in Gk. Xat?s, Lat. laevos ; Gk. atcai?s, Lat. scaevos ; Goth. 

taihszva. It has a 
comparative force in Skt. navas, Lat. 

novus (which is strengthened in Skt. ndvyas, Goth, niujis), 
and in Gk. ttoXvs, ttoXXov < *7roXpov. This, I believe, is 

also in Lat. plus, pious < * 
pi ove s < *p leves, in which -ues is 

an extension of -no-, as -ies of -to, Brugmann, Grd. II. ? 136, 6. 

The Germ, comparative -?za- beside -iza- may possibly 
con 

tain this suffix. Goth, fr?d?za may be for an original *fr? 
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d?za, in which -?z-, the 'Schwundstufe' of -{e)ues-, 
became -as 

under the influence of the o of the stem. 

The ??-stems, according to Hirt, Ind. Akz. 245, came from 

stems in -into-. I believe, in some cases, they 
came from stems 

in ?xu{o-), and that the ? with the slurred accent (schleifton) 
is the regular reduction of the long diphthong. This seems 

best to account for OE. br w < *bJir?uo-, OHG. br?wa < 

*bhreii?-, Celt, br?va : OE. br?, ON. b?'?-n, Gk. oc/>/oi)-?, Skt. 

bJir?. Those forms that are not directly reducible to long 

diphthongs may have acquired them by the usual process: -eti 

< -euo-. The splitting of the ?, as in ace. bJnivam: nom. bJi?s, 

is comparable to that of -am in the genitive plural to -aam. 

One other important suffix remains unexplained, viz. -{e)po 

or 
-ep{p), 

as in Lat. cr-ep-?re, cl-ep?, Gk. k\- 7t-tc?, Goth, hl-ifa, 

etc. Cf. Persson, Wz. 55 ff., 202. As the root meaning of 

the verb to which this suffix is attached is not changed, but 

simply modified, the suffix must be an expression of the 

agency. An element with such a force would mean ' 
to 

make,' 'to do,' 'to cause,' or something similar. A root with 

this meaning is imbedded in Skt. dp-as, Lat. opus, 'work,' 
OHG. uoben. It occurs, as is known, in svapas, 'wonder 

working,' where the meaning is exactly fitted to express 

agency. Goth, hlifan, then, would primarily be 'to make a 

concealment'; Gk. rp?irc? (cf. O. Ch. SI. trepet?, 'trembling,' 

Lat. trepidas), 'to make a turn.' Other examples are: Gk. 

?p?ir , 'pluck, reap,' Sopirov, 'meal'; Skt. limpdti, Lith. 

limpii, 
' 
stick,' Goth, bileiban, 

' 
stay 

' 
; and in such formations 

as Skt. stJi?-pd-yami. For these and other examples, see 

Persson, Wz. 49 ff. Here also belongs Skt. svapiti, 'sleeps,' 

svdpna, 
' 
sleep,' Gk. virvos, Lat. somnus, sopor, OE. swefn, 

from the root su-, 'to be heavy,' 'to press.' 

Prefixed elements are not so easy to determine. It is not 

improbable that many roots are thus covered up. As exam 

ples of prefixed elements may be cited Gk. M/cpv, Goth, tagr: 
Skt. d?ru, Lith. aszar?; Lith. ddrbas, 'work': Goth, arbaips; 
Skt. d?rgJid-, 'long,' Gk. SoXiftos, O. Ch. SI. dl?g?: Lith. 

ligas. Such differences may be caused by assimilation to 

words of like meaning bringing out this addition, or in other 
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cases producing loss. For example, Lith. ddrbas may have 

taken the d from deti, 'to lay,' O. Ch. SI. deti, 'to do.' In 

Skt. sv?du-, 'tasting good,' 'sweet,' Gk. ^Su?, etc., and 

svddati, 'make savory,' 
' ? 

agreeable,' Gk. avedvco, 'please,' 

Lat. persuaded, I think we undoubtedly have a compound of 

su, 'well,' and the root ed-, 'eat.' The same root su is proba 

bly in Goth, su-pdn, 
' 
to season 

' 
; in su-pjan, 

' 
to soothe, itch,' 

and Eng. soothe, from OE. *supian, not from s?pian, 'to 

verify,' which, in this meaning, has been lost. 

Upon what principle, then, should we proceed in tracing 
the origin of words ? Shall we say that in Goth, gateihan 
and taikns we have by-forms of a root deik, deigf I have 

no. objection to the expression if we are to understand by it 

that we have a simpler root to which two different suffixes 

have been added ; but if we must believe that k, g, gh, or t, 

d, dh are interchangeable, then why longer bother ourselves 

with any phonetic laws when it is so easy to explain all vari 

ation in this manner? Per Persson, Wz. 193, speaks a sea 

sonable word on this subject in saying : ' 
Ich glaube eher, 

dass hier [in connecting O H G. sweifan with Lith. svaig-tf], 
wie auch sonst, Erweiterung durch verschiedene Determina 

tive vorliegt.' I believe, further, that wherever we find a root 

beginning with two consonants it should lie under the sus 

picion of being a compound root. That is, a root in the form 

tren is in most cases to be separated into ter + en. Nor have 
we even then reached the last analysis. Ter may be for et -f 
er. In other words, I range myself with those who believe 

that IE. roots were monosyllabic, and I also hold, and shall 

try to make probable, that these roots began, for the most 

part, with a vowel. The vowels certainly were the first utter 

ances, and though we cannot make the beginning of IE. 

speech coeval with that of human speech, we may at least 

assume that language, at that time, was in a very primitive 
state, and that the words used were composed of fairly well 

understood elements. If, therefore, proceeding in the strict 

est accordance with the known phonetic laws, we can sepa 

rate words now spoken into primitive, or rather simpler, 

elements, something has been gained toward a better under 
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standing of a subject which each in his way is trying to throw 

light upon. 
The examples following are intended to illustrate the devel 

opment of stems from monosyllabic roots beginning with a 

vowel. If time and space permitted, these could be multiplied 
almost indefinitely. 

i. V Es, 'to be,' primarily 'to stay.' Here belong many 
words meaning 'long continued,' as Skt. sana-, 'old,' Gk. ?W, 

Lat. s en-ex, Goth, sin-eigs, from es + eno + various other 

suffixes ; Skt. sdd?, 
' 
always.' More directly connected are 

the immediate derivatives of the participle stem *snt, as Skt. 

satyd-, Goth, sunja, 'truth,' from which simj?n, 'verify,' OE. 

s?p, whence s?pian. This root may further enter into the 

formation of many other verbs, determining or supplementing 
their force. As such may be regarded the following : Skt. 

s?'vat?, 'stay,' s?cate, 'to be with,' 'follow,' from es -f- eq"o 

(the latter part of which is in Skt. ca, Gk. re, Lat. que, Goth. 

-//), Gk. 7ro/jLCLL, Lat. sequor. Likewise Skt. sapati, 'follow 

after,' a by-form {sic) of which, *seb, may have given Goth. 

sip?neis < *seb?ntio-, a derivative of the present participle. 
A very prolific family of words is headed by the root st?, 

' 
set,' 

' 
cause to 

stay,' from es ~f- t-?, and st? < es + t-?. From 

st?, st? is derived an immense number of words containing 
the idea of fixedness, firmness, strength, rigidity, etc. The 

root es is probably used as a supplementing prefix in a con 

siderable number of verbs. A case of this kind is Skt. sa?j, 

sdjati, 'to stick,' from as-\-a?j, andkti, 'to smear.' Both 

roots are largely represented in the various IE. languages. 
Other words that may belong to es ,are Skt. sa-bh?, 

' 
hall,' 

perhaps originally 'a fixed abode,' 'an abiding-place,' Goth. 

sibj'a, 'relationship'; Skt. sa-, IE. *s?n-, 'same-' and 'one,' 

Lat. s em-el, Skt. sama, Gk. ?/?o?, Lat. similis, Eng. 
same. 

From the idea of 'abiding,' 'continuing,' this group of words 

could very easily develop. When we say 
' 
he is always the 

same/ we mean 'he does not change,' 'he is fixed or station 

ary 
' 

in that in which we assert he is the same. 

2. Another root, *se or *es, which may be identical with 

the above, has the meaning of 'to be heavy.' A ^-participle 
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to this is Goth, saps, 'full/ 'satt,' from *sdt?-, OE. s d, 'sad,' 

'heavy,' OHG. sat, 'satisfied,' 'tired of.' Here also, Lat. 

satis, Lith. satis, 
' 

satiety,' Goth, sops, 
' 
a 

satisfying.' That 

the primary meaning of this root was 'to be heavy,' or 'load 

down,' the development of the meanings plainly shows. The 

word sad is still used in English in the sense of ' 
heavy/ 

when we speak of 'sad bread.' The idea of 'fullness,' 
'heaviness' easily passes into that of 'sadness' or'satiety.' 

As a 
parallel compare Gk. y?fjLoo, 'to be full,' 'loaded,' yo/xo?, 

'load,' Lat. gem?, 'to groan,' to which should be added 

MLG. kommer, 
' 
kummer,' ME. combren, 'to cumber,' a gen 

uine Germanic word. French d?combres, on the other hand, 
is a loan-word from the Germanic. Other examples of the 

same development of idea are given below. 

An enlargement of this root may be Skt. sal?ate, V segh, 

'overpower,' Gk. ?%?), Goth, sigis, 'victory'; ^J sed, 'to sink 

down,' 'sit': Skt. sddati, 'sink down,' 'be overcome/ 'despair,' 
' 
sit,' the idea of heaviness throughout, Gk. ??c?, Lat. sede?, etc. 

Also in V seu, 
' 
press out,' Skt. sun?ti, unless we suppose 

the original idea is 'to flow/ which I think is improbable. The 

'flowing' is rather the effect. With the same form of root 

is Skt. s?te, 
' to bear,' primarily 

' to be heavy with child/ to 

gether with the various derivatives of the same root, as Skt. 

s?-n?-, su-td-, Goth, su-nus, Gk. u/o?, and Lat. sus, OHG. s?, 

etc. Here also, with the suffix -tno-, Goth, su-pn, 'stomach.' 

Cf. Skt. satu, 'womb/ which comes from the simpler form of 

the root se. Several other examples are given below to show 

that words for 'stomach,' 'womb,' 'bear a child,' come from 

an original root, meaning 'to be heavy.' 

With the suf. -go-, making 
s eue go-, from which either seiigo 

or suego-, are formed Got. sinks, 'sick,' MHG. szvach. In the 

form sucnk or 
suengh 

occur OE. swongor, 'heavy,' OHG. 

swangar, 
' 
pregnant.' From the stem su?ro-, Goth, sw?rs, 

'weighty, honored,' OHG. sw?ri, 'heavy,' sw?ro, 'sickness,' 

Lith. sveriii, 'lift, weigh.' To this with a -qo-, -q?- suf. Goth. 

saurga, 'care,' OHG. sorga, sivorga. 

Wich a mo- suf. to sen: OHG. soum, 'load of a 
pack 

animal,' MHG. sumen, 'delay.' With various other suffixes 
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probably belong here : OE. s?-pan, s?-gan, s?-can, OHG. 

s?fan, silgan, 'sup,' 'suck,' 'drink,' OHG. s?ft?7i, 'sigh,' 

Goth, sweiban, 'to be silent' 

With suf. -io-,s?io-: Goth, sair, 'pain,' Finn, loan-word 

sairas, 'sick'; Goth, sainjan, 'delay,' OHG. lang-seimi, 

OE. s mra, 
' 
more 

delayed 

' 
; Goth, sei-pus, 

' 
late,' Skt. say am, 

'evening,' Lat. s?-rus. 

3. VEm in Skt. amlti, 'press hard upon,' dm?v?, 'load,' 

'trouble,' ON. ama, 'vex,' Persson, Wz. 1472. The primary 

meaning of this root was probably 
' to bruise, cut,' from which 

developed a great variety of meanings. M?, 
' 
cut,' 

' 
divide,' 

'measure,' Av. m?, 'to measure,' Skt. m?-tra-, 'measure,' 

Lat. m?tior, Gk. /??}t?c, 'counsel,' fierpov, 'measure,' Goth. 

mitan, 'to measure,' mena, 'moon,' m?la, 'bushel,' m?l, 'time,' 

plur. m?la, 'marks,' 'writings.' With these various suffixes, 

the idea of 'cutting,' 'measuring' is preserved throughout. 
Here also may belong Goth, -mers, 'renowned,' m?rjan, pos 

sibly through the idea of ' heaviness.' Compare Goth, sw?rs, 
'honored.' Or it may mean 

primarily 'marked,' 'distin 

guished.' Here certainly Goth, m?keis, 'sword,' with which 

Lat. mact? from *mzg-t? may very well be connected. In fact, 

I believe all words beginning with m, and having the mean 

ing of 'cut, bruise, slay,' 
or 'cut, divide, measure,' or 'bruise, 

rub, grind,' or 'cut, mark,' may possibly have for their first 

element this root em. It may have taken on suffixes, or have 

been prefixed to other roots having a similar meaning, but 

most assuredly in the case of this family of words, as well as 

all others, it is impossible to suppose that the IE. speech 
was so rich in unconnected synonyms. Wherever we find 

similar elements with similar meanings, we have a right to 

connect them. The possibility is at least there, though we 

may often make mistakes in our inferences through our 

inability to follow the development of meaning. Words the 

most distant in signification might be brought together if we 

only knew the figure of speech out of which they grew. It 

is more reasonable to suppose that the IE. speech contained 
a comparatively small number of roots, many of which, in 

the IE. period, were united in compounds, and many others 
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agglutinated in the life of the separate dialects. For when 
we consider that the average man uses about five hundred 

words, it is appalling to think how pitiably we have degener 
ated from the copiousness of our ancestors. And that is 

what we must believe if we must set up a separate root for 

every combination that has no exact counterpart. It 
certainly 

is worth while to attempt to get at the original force of a 

word. It is interesting to know how such words as OHG. 

mal, 'spot,' -mal, '-times,' MHG. mal, 'meal/ may be con 

nected. 

As possibilities I would suggest the following words as be 

longing to this root: OHG. mahlwn, 'make,' 'to cut into 

shape,' just as Lat. creo may belong to V qer, 
' cut 

' 
; Lat. 

macer, 
' 

lean,' 
' 
rubbed down,' Gk. puicp?s, 

' 
small,' etc. These, 

of course, are only possibilities, for there is no way of ascer 

taining what the original root meant. 

A productive outgrowth of this root has the form mel, 
' to 

rub, bruise, beat.' Most widely extended is the secondary 

meaning, 'grind' 
: Goth, malan, Lat. molo, etc. Hence any 

thing fine, as Goth, malma, 
' 
sand,' muida, 

' 
dust,' or 

figura 

tively, -milds, 'mild,' bleips, 'merciful' (Johansson, PBB. XV. 

226 ff.). The last word is connected by Johansson with Skt. 

mlayati, a derivation that Uhlenbeck thinks impossible, and 

proposes Skt. mr?tyati. Both words undoubtedly go back to 

the same root, and in fact the latter may come directly from 

the former. Does any one imagine that mr?t is a simple 
root ? And if not, is it not to be separated as follows ? 

*Mel-?d{o), in which -to- is the nominal suffix, ? the 
' 
Schwund 

stufe 
' 
of ei{o), and mel itself a compound root. In ml?yati 

y is just as much a part of the so-called root as the ? of 

ml?ti. From -yj sere, 'flow,' we have sre-iie-, 'flow'; and 

words derived from this stem contain the u. That is the 

very process of word-formation. There are all too many 

who seem to think that words sprang from the lips full 

grown, like Pallas Athena from the brow of Zeus. 

From the stem mel, with its primary meaning, come Goth. 

ga-malwjan, 'bruise/ and bliggwan, OHG. bliuwan, 'beat.' 

In fact, these words are almost identical. The latter comes 
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from *mleu?, the former from *mlu-ib, the regular reduction 

of *ml?u?, with the added suf. -io-. From this word comes 

the adjective *mlhitu-, Goth. *blaupus (whence blaupjan), 
OHG. bl?di, OE. bl?ap, 'weak, fragile'; and also *ml?udo-, 
or %mhudo-, OE. bleat, 'poor, wretched,' ON. blautr, 'soft, 

tender,' OHG., MHG. bl?z, 'proud, naked.' These words 

are certainly far enough apart in their meanings, and yet Gk. 

?XaC, from the same root, is exactly parallel in its meanings, 

'sluggish, silly, delicate ; boastful.' However, there is not the 

least difficulty in unraveling the meanings of this word if we 

get hold of the right end. The root meaning is 'rub, strike.' 

Used passively, therefore,it means 'rubbed, stricken' ; actively, 
'rubbing, striking,' i.e. 'haughty, boastful' It is well known 

that the suffixes were not active or passive in themselves, 
and it hardly needs examples to illustrate this. Take one : 

Gr. fyo?epos, Eng. fearful, both mean ' 
frightening 

' 
and 

'frightened.' 

The root mel, then, may appear in its weak form ml + any 
addition, as ml?, ml?, ml?, which, in turn, may be increased. 

The form *ml?do- or *ml?do- is in Goth, bl?tan, 'worship,' 
OHG. pluazan, 'offer,' bluostar, 'an 

offering.' We have in 

this word a reflexion of the primeval blood-sacrifice. Bl?tan 
meant originally, 'to slay, sacrifice,' hence 'to worship, honor' 

a god (cf. Goth, gupbl?streis), and then to honor any one. 

With the introduction of Christianity, these words were trans 

ferred to a new field, though they fitted in very well with the 

Mosaic ritual. 

The connection of these words makes it quite probable that 

Got. bl?ps, 
' 
blood,' is also an offshoot of this root. ' 

Blood 
' 

was the effect of the blow or thrust. I think it quite proba 
ble that Skt. kruras, 'bloody,' Lat. cruor, 'blood,' are in like 

manner connected with the root qer, 'to cut.' It is true that 

'blood' may come from the same root as 'bloom,' but not be 

cause it is 'the symbol of "blooming" life,' but because both 

may come from the 
primary meaning, 'burst forth.' OE. 

bl?tsian, 'bless,' if connected with 'blood,' makes it more 

probable that these two words also refer to blood-offerings. 
Bl?tsian probably does, at least. 
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From 'rubbing' we may next arrive at the meaning 
' 
smearing,' 

' 
defiling.' For a similar development compare 

Goth, smeitan, 'smear,' OE. sm?tan, 'smite,' 'throw'; and 

Eng. strike, Ger. bestreichen. This brings us to Gk. ?Jb?Xa?, 
which Prellwitz, Et. Wtb. s.v. \x?Xas, connects with Skt. 

malinas, 'dirty,' mdlas, 'dirt, sin,' Lett, melus, 'black,' Prus. 

meine, 
' 
blue spot,' Goth, m?la, 'writings/ Gk. jjloXvvco, 'defile/ 

etc. This gives anothei; possibility for m?la (cf. above), which 

in either case goes back to the same root. With these I 

should also join Gk. ?Xdcrcf>r}fjio^, 'abusive,' for */x\acr-, fi?Xas, 
' 
black 

' 
; compare Lat. male-d?c?, the male being the same 

element. 

With Gk. fieXaivc?, 'blacken,' fieXaivopLat, 'become black,' 

may be compared Goth, blinds, 
' 
blind 

' 
from *mlen-dho-, 

blandan, 
' 
blend,' and their cognates. 

Here may belong also OHG. bl?o < *ml?tw- (but not Lat. 

fi?vus); OE. bl c, 'black/ from *mlogo- or *mhgo; Eng. 

bludgeon, Gk. ?Xdirrcu, Skt. marcdyati, 
' 

injure 
' 

(cf. Prellwitz, 
s.v. ?XdTTTcu, which he connects with the Skt. word); MHG. 

blach, 
' 
flat,' which may be the same word as OE. bl c with a 

different development of meaning ; O. Du. blafi 
' 
flat,' Ger. 

ver-bliiffen, from *mlop-, *mlp. To these might be added 

several more. It is doubtful, however, in the case of some, 
whether the words go back to ml- or bhl-, since there is 

another root, bhel, meaning also 
' 
beat/ and from this some 

of the above words might equally well be derived. One 

other word I will venture, since it has not been traced outside 

of Germanic, viz. OHG. bl?o, 'lead,' from *ml?uo-, perhaps 

named from its color, cf. Lith. m?ly-nas, 'blue,' and Gk. 

?jLOXi-?os, ?jboXv-?os, ?jioXv?&os, 'lead.' From this Gk. [xoXv? 

So? it seems a pity to separate Lat. plumbum, 'lead.' This 

may be for *blumbum. The word plumbum was applied to a 

scourge with a leaden ball at the end of it, as was also 

plumbatae. Notice also the expression ictus plumb ei, 'leaden 

blows,' 'blows with the plumbum,' and we may be sure that 

the common people used the word plumb? in the sense of ' to 

flog,' and plmnba meaning 'floggings,' 'blows.' With the 

word used in this way, the original bl might have been 
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changed to pi under the influence of other words meaning 
' a blow,' 

' 
strike,' as plaga, plago, plango, piando, plecto, pello. 

For this connection there seems to be a 
pretty clear case. 

Instances enough are here given for IE. ml: German, bl to 

settle this point. Cf. Brugmann, Grd. I2. ? 421, Anm. 2. 

We are not yet through with the possibilities of the root 

mel, or rather the stem m?le. I think it is safe to say that 

most words containing this element, i.e. mid-, ml-, ml-, etc., 

are from this root. From the root-meaning 'press,' 'rub,' 

we may have 'bruise,' as in zermahnen; 'grind,' which is 

really the same, as in malen; 'make soft,' as in Lat. mollis, 

and in melt ; the same used figuratively, as in mild, blitJie, 
and various other developments; 'to strike,' as in blow ; 'to 

stroke, caress,' as in Lat. blandior; 'to be hard pressed, to 

labor,' as in Lat. molior; 'to be made fine,' as in Goth. 

malma; 'to smear,' from the meaning 'rub,' as in Gk. 

fjboXvv ; 'to mark,' as in Goth, m?ljan; to show the effect 

of any of these actions. 

With the suffix {e)ro, giving the stem mere, mer, mre, we 

may expect a similar development. We find it pretty close 

to its primary meaning in Goth, maurpr, 'murder,' Lat. 

morior, 'to die,' i.e. 'to be killed'; Goth, ga-maur-gjan, 'to 

cut short'; maur-7ian, 'to be depressed, sad'; mar-zjan, 'to 

oppress,' OE. mierran, 'to mar'; Goth, mar-ka, Lat. marg?, 

that which cuts off or separates, border; Goth, marei, 'sea,' 

Gk. afxapa, O. Fries, mar, 'ditch,' Skt. mira, 'sea, border.' 

This word for sea, therefore, meant 'that which separates.' 

It may point to the fact that the Indo-Europeans lived near 

a sea, or large body of water, which was the boundary be 

tween them and some hostile tribe, as has been supposed. 
Here may belong Eng. brine, cf. Lat. marlnus ; OE. brim, 

'surge'; Eng. brink (pmreng-l), cf. Lat. marg?; and many 
other words with the meaning 'stroke,' 'strike,' 'cut,' 'di 

vide,' etc. 

With various other suffixes the root {e)me occurs in Goth. 

maitan, 
' cut 

' 
; 7naipms, 

' 
gift,' that which is apportioned ; 

mats, 'food' (cf. Skt. bJiaj, 'divide': Gk. cfxtyelv, 'eat'); 
minniza, 'smaller,' ^J mei, as in maitan; ga-maips, 'crippled,' 
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from maidjan, 
' 
change 

'1 
(ON. mei?a, 'injure, maim'); ga 

mains, Lat. 'com-m?nis,' 'dividing with'; mimz, 'flesh,' a 

reduplicated stem %m?-mso-, cf. Lat. car? from -yj qer, 
' 
cut 

' 
; 

and numberless others. 

With many of the words beginning with m are connected 

others having initial sm, as melt : smelt. We are not to 

assume, however, that in such cases an initial s has been lost, 
? 

though in some instances that may occur ? 
but rather 

that there has been confusion, or rather fusion, with another 

root. For illustrations see Bloomfield, IF. IV. 66-78. But 

that cannot explain everything, or if it does, there can be no 

science of language. 

In the words with initial sm, then, we have various possi 
bilities : a union or confusion with the roots se-u, 

' 
to press 

' 
; 

axs-, Skt. asyati, 
' 

throw 
' 

; se-r, 
' 
flow.' 

The root enlarged in this way appears in Goth, bi-smeitan, 

'besmear,' OE. sm?tan, 'throw,' 'smite/ in which the idea of 

'smearing' comes from that of 'rubbing,' as in Ger. bestreichen, 
and 'throwing' from that of 'forcing/ or 'striking.' Compare 
the various uses of Lat. pell?. Therefore, O. Ch. SI. sme?d, 

'dark-brown,' may well be compared. (Cf. Uhlenbeck, Et. 

Wtb. s.v. bismeitan). For a similar development see the 

words 
' 
blue 

' 
and ' 

black 
' 
above. 

Here also come Goth, -smipa, 'smith'; smairpr, 'fat'; smals, 

'small'; OHG. sm?hen; MHG. smouch (cf. Gk. icrjjLvyriv, 

Kluge, and for the meaning Lat. f?mus); sminke; OHG. 

smerzan; MHG. smuz, etc. 

4. si es, 'throw,' Skt. asyati; s-?, Gk. ?rj/jLi, Lat. s?-vi (Pers 

son, Wz. 92) ; se-io-, Skt. s?ya-ka, 
' 
missile,' se-n? {id. ibid. 

in); seuo-, Skt. suvdti, 'set in motion, drive' {id. ibid. 133); 
se-ro-, 'flow' {Wz. 175), Skt. sisarti, 'flows,' 'runs'; sre-uo-, 

'flow,' Skt. srdvati; sr-?, MHG. str?m; sr-?, Gk. pcoo/jLac { Wz. 

92) ; se-lo-, Lat. saliva. 

This root may be identical with es, se, 'to be heavy,' 'to 

press.' Pressure may cause motion on the one hand, or fixed 

ness on the other, hence es, 'to throw,' and es, 'to remain, be.' 

1 The idea of * 
change 

' comes from that of * 
cutting,' 

' 
working over or taking 

from'; and that of ' 
meanness,' 'injuring,' is still more closely related. 
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Or ^Jes, 'to throw,' may have originated in the hissing, 

whizzing sound of motion, as is more probable. 
The stems above may be enlarged by any suffixes, so that 

a great variety of forms arise. Thus OHG. sinkan, sigan, 

'drip,' 
are built on the stem seio-. Here also OE. siftan, 

' 
sift' On seuo- are formed OHG. sivingan, 

' 
swing,' 

' 
hurl 

' 
; 

OE. swincan, 'to toil'; OHG. swimman, 'swim'; Goth, suns, 

'soon.' Goth, swinps, 'strong,' MHG. swinde, 'violent, brave,' 

with OHG. gisunt, 'sound,' may contain this root; and per 

haps OHG. swert, 
' 

sword 
' 

; OE. sw?pan, 
' 
swoop,' 

' 
sweep 

' 
; 

swift. 
5. -y/ Su-, 'sound,' is probably connected with es, 'throw.' 

With various suffixes: Skt. sv-anati, 'sound,' OE. swinsian; 

MHG. summen, 'hum'; OHG. s?s?n, 'whiz'; MHG. swatern, 
' 
chatter 

' 
; Skt. svdrati, 

' 
sound' ; MHG. swarm ; Goth. swig 

Ion, 'to pipe' ; gasw?gjan, 'sigh.' 

Some of these words may also be given under other roots. 

If, for instance, we have a stem %s-uero-, the s 
may be due to 

the root here considered, while the rest is from a root {e)uer. 
It is intended here to show how the different elements have 

grown together. 

6. -y/ Su, 
' to be hot,' probably related to -xj su expressing 

rapid motion. This root occurs in : Goth, sauil, 
' 
sol,' sunna, 

sugil; Skt. sv?dat?, 'to sweat'; OE. swelan, 'glow'; OHG. 

szve'dan, 'steam'; siodan, 'boil'; Goth, saups, 'offering.' 

Compare also Eng. szvelter, 'to be overcome and faint with 

heat'; OE. sweltan, Goth, szviltan, 'to die.' The last word 

seems rather more closely connected with su, 
' to be heavy, 

oppressed.' 

7. Another root forming words meaning 'to flow, float, 

swim,' etc., is en, which probably originated from an expres 

sion for 'water.' We cannot be sure, however, that this is 

the primary meaning. Any word expressing motion may 

give other words for 'water,' or a word for water may develop 

expressions for motion on or in the water. Compare Skt. 

gal, 'drip,' jala-, 'water,' Gk. ?dXXco, i/ji?dXXcu (of a river), 
OHG. quellan; also Skt. sisarti, 'run swiftly, flow,' srdvati, 

' 
flow,' and many others. 
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The root en occurs in OHG. anut, 'duck/ Lith. dntis; Skt. 

abhrdm, Gk. acopas, Lat. imber, IE. *7n-bhro-; Gk. o\i-?pos, 

'rain,' Skt. dm-bu, 
' water 

' 
(the m from n by assimilation). 

This root is possibly further connected with the root en, 

'down,' 'under,' in evepoi, inferi, 
as the Lat. expression aqua 

infera, 
' 
rain-water,' seems to indicate. If so, the words con 

nected with this root have developed as follows : ' 
down/ 'fall 

down,' 'water that falls,' 'cloud,' 'storm,' etc. (cf. Eng. down 

pour), 'water,' 'flow,' 'float/ 'floater' (ship), and various other 

actions on, in, or with water. For examples see Persson, Wz. 

142, 28, 54, etc. 

Such words as veco, 'swim/ vavs, 'ship/ vryxco, 'swim/ with 

which compare OE. naca, 'boat,' N^Xev?, Nr/peu?, vrjfy , 'to 

be sober,' 'to drink water/ OHG. nuohturn (Kluge), vi?a>, 

'wash/ vdc?, 'flow,' vrjp?s, vap?s, 'flowing,' and a host of 

others, are too plainly related to the original root to need 

explanation. 

How it is possible to see the same element in a group of 

words containing the same root-meaning, and not to connect 

them, let those explain who can. I do not believe that we 

have exhausted the possibilities of this root, even after we 

have brought together all the words with initial n having any 
of the meanings given above. And that the number is a 

large one any one can see 
by turning over the leaves of 

a lexicon. A word that means ' to flow 
' 
may also mean ' to 

go 
' 
or ' to hasten,' and we may therefore assume that to this 

same root belongs Gk. v?opbai, 
' 

to go, come,' which indeed 

is used in the Iliad, XII. 32, of streams: iroraixovs ?T erpey^e 
v?ea?ai fc?p p?ov. This, of course, connects it, through inter 

mediate stages, with modern Ger. n?hren 
? 

from the clouds 

to the stomach. An immense amount remains to be done 

toward the better explanation of the development of words 

in their meaning. 

This root is often given with initial s. It is generally 
assumed that Skt. sn?uti, 'to flow,' represents 

an older form 

than Gk. vavs. Such is not the case. An initial consonant 

or combination of consonants may be lost; but more fre 

quently when we find forms with and without s, it is because 
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of a fusion, in the former case, with other roots of similar 

meaning. Here are Skt. sisarti and srdvati by the side of 

another root 
' to flow,' as in na?s. What more natural than 

that n?u should become sn?u ? In this I entirely agree with 

Bloomfield, who, in the article quoted above, assumes in sev 

eral cases such a contamination. 

8. V ?%(e)> u> Lith. au-n?, 
' 
clothe,' Lat. ex-u?, 

' 
put off 

' 

(clothing), ex-uviae, ex?ti?, Brugmann, Grd. II. 918, 970. 
To the same root belongs IE. *ouis, the animal whose skin 

furnished the clothing. Various words for skin are connected 

with roots meaning 
' 
to cover,' not because the skin covered 

the animal, but the man who used it. Thus Lat. cu-tis, Gk. 

/cu-ros, Germ. *Jnldi- (see Kluge, s.v. 
haut)', Lat. pellis, OE. 

fell, from the root pel, 'to cover.' 

The sheep, therefore,, received the name *ouis from this 

root eu. Moreover, as we shall see later, the word 
' 
wool 

' 

contains the same root. The primary meaning of this root 

was, however, not 'to clothe,' but 'to wrap.' It expresses in 

most of its compounds a rolling or waving motion. 

Enlarged to u?, u?, as in Gk. ar?ai, ar?p, acoro?, Skt. v?-ti, 

Goth, winds, waia, etc., it expressed the waving motion 

caused by the wind. Cf. Brugmann, Grd. II. 961. With 

the suf. -io- it becomes ueio-, ui-, as in OHG. witan, 'bind,' 

w?-da, 'willow,' Skt. vl-tds, 'wrapped up,' Lith. vej?, 'twine,' 

Goth, zvindan, 'wind,' Lat. v?num, v?tis, Skt. vindati, 'to be 

active, find,' v?tti, 
' 
knows,' Goth, zvait, etc. 

This root is perhaps the first element of all words begin 

ning originally (e)ue, 
as ue-bJio-, 'weave,' iie-gJw, 'move,' ue-go-, 

'to be awake, active,' and many others expressing motion. 

Here would belong the enlarged root which follows. 

Uelo-, 'to roll, twist,' may develop various meanings, not 

hard to follow. Examples are : Gk. ovXos, 
' 
curly,' Goth. 

wulla, 'wool,' OHG. wella, 'wave,' OE. wella, 'spring, well,' 

OE. zvielm, 'wave'; Goth, zvalwjan, 'roll,' Lat. volv?, Skt. 

valati; OHG. walcJian, 'to beat, full,' OE. zvealcan, 'walk'; 

Goth, wiljan, 'to wish,' O. Ch. SI. velja, 'command,' Lat. 

vol?. The Germanic word comes to its meaning through the 

intermediate idea of 'look for, search for.' From 'rolling' 
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is developed the meaning 'moving,' 'walking'; from this, 

'searching, hunting,' with a short step to 'wishing/ *willing,' 
and from that, 'commanding.' For a similar development 
compare Goth, zvinnan, 'to suffer,' OE. zvinnan, 'strive for, 

win/ and, with the suf. sko, OHG. wunsken, 
' 
wish,' all of 

which grow from the root uen, a compound of {e)ue. 
As ?/ele, 'to roll,' gave words for 'wave/ as OHG. we lia, 

the transition to 'moist' was easy. Therefore to this root 

belong OHG. welc, 'damp,' O. SI. vlaga, 'dampness,' OE. 

wla?u, 'moist,' wolcen, 'cloud.' (Cf. Kluge, s.v. 
welk.) 

The weak form of the root tile- gives Goth, wlits, 'face,' 

zvlaiton, 
' to look round,' which is identical with Gk. ?XX?Cgo, 

'to look awry, leer,' from *iii-iilidi?; Goth, wlizjan, 'to beat,' 
from * 

tiles-, Gk. eiXe , from *uele{s~), a word that is used of 

soldiers pressing hard upon the enemy. Notice Od. V. 132 : 

vr\a fcepavv eXaas, 
' 
striking the ship with a thunderbolt.' 

Goth, anda-zvleizn belongs to wlizjan in suffix, but to zvlits 

in meaning and ablaut. This shows how wrong the usual 

method of tracing the original force of a word is. Even 

words as far removed as ' 
face 

' 
and ' beat 

' 
may be cognate, 

as we see here. 
' 
To turn 

' 
may naturally mean ' to look 

round/ and a word for 
' 
looking 

' 
gives a word for 

' 
appear 

ance, face/ as in Eng. looks, Ger. angesicht. And how 

closely the ideas of 'turning,' 'twisting,' 'beating' are is seen 

in the Gk. etXco, eiXeco, and in Eng. zvallop, for the various 

meanings of which reference may be made to the dictionaries. 

With the suffix -ro-, the root was tiero-, a productive form 

running parallel with tielo-. Here, too, the root-meaning ' turn 
' 

prevails. This is seen in Lith. veri?, 
' 
open and 

close,' Lat. vermis, Goth, zvaurms, 'worm' (cf. from tielo-, 

Gk. e\-/u?), Lat. verto, Goth, wairpan, 'turn, become.' See 

Persson, Wz. 31, 52, 66, 100, etc. It must be borne in mind 

that, from a primary meaning, the same word may develop 

along different lines. Therefore agreement in the phonol 

ogy is more important than in meaning. Goth, wrat?n, 
' to 

wander,' which according to Uhlenbeck is unexplained, may 
be compared with Gk. poSavos, 'waving,' po?avi? , 'spin.' 

The development here is exactly parallel with that of the 
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cognates of Goth, wairpan, 'throw,' for which we find in 

other languages the meanings 'spin,' 'turn,' 'warp,' etc. 

Wherever, therefore, we find the root tiero- in its simple or 

enlarged form, we have a right to regard it as an outgrowth 
of the root eii. 

As in other roots, we find here a prefixed s, as in OHG. 

swellan, 'swell': wella, 'wave'; Eng. swing 
: 
wing ; OHG. 

sweifan, 'swing': MHG. w?fen, 'swing, wind,' Goth, weipan, 
'to crown.' 

The several derivatives with different suffixes develop 

similarly. Among others the following parallels may be 

given. 
ue-ro. tie-no (or ue-i-no). 

Lat. ver to Goth, wandjan 'turn, roll.'' 

Lat. vermis 'worm.1 

Gk. opaio 'look, see.' 

Goth, wrat?n MHG. wandern ' 
wander.1 

OHG. werra OHG. winnan 'strive, fight.1 
OHG. w uns ken 'wish.1 

OE. winnan 'work.1 

'desired.1 

OHG. want 'cover, protect.1 
'wave.1 

'wet.1 

ite-lo-, 

1. Goth, -watwj'an 
2. Gk. c?/At? 

3. Goth, wlait?n 

4. OHG. wallon 

5. Gk. ctA?j 

6. Goth, wilja 

7 

8. Goth, walisa 

9. Gk. tlXap 
10. OHG. wella 

11. OHG. welc 

OHG. were 

Goth, wairps 
Goth, war jan 
Mod. Ger. w or pen ? 

ON. v?r ('wet time1) 

And so the comparisons might be extended, not only in 

these stems, but in others. It seems a 
necessary inference, 

therefore, that words as we find them are made up of simple 
elements for the most part monosyllabic. Roots as they are 

generally given are, of course, disyllabic or polysyllabic ; 
for they 

are made up of several elements. 

Examples without number might be given along this same 

line. I must content myself for the present, however, with 
a reference to Persson, Wz. 227 ff., where numerous illus 

trations are presented in proof of the very principle for 

which I contend, viz., that many IE. roots began with a 

vowel. This explains, according to Persson, many cases of 

the so-called prothetic vowel in Greek, an opinion to which 

I had independently come. 

It is also, I think, the origin of another phenomenon in 
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the IE. verb ? the augment. The vowel was here pre 
served because it was under the accent. To assume that 

the augment was an adverbial particle denoting 
' 
before,' as 

ro in O. Ir., is merely an assumption without proof. I there 

fore make this counter-assumption, with proof, to be sure, 

scanty as yet, but which any one may increase to his heart's 

content if he will but pursue the same line of investigation. 
All admit that a vowel may be lost within a word, and that 

the first vowel in such roots as es, 'to be,' has been lost. It 

is a priori not improbable, to say the least, that the first 

vowel of many, perhaps the majority, of the original stock 

of IE. verbs has been. lost. That this vowel was e in most 

cases it is reasonable to suppose from what we see to be the 

case in the verb as it now appears. 

The question naturally arises, Why did this vowel have the 

accent ? Those who believe it to be a prefixed particle have 

a ready answer, which is entirely satisfactory if they are 

right in their assumption. The accent is not mpre difficult 

to explain here than in many other cases for which no defi 

nite reason can be given. It is well known since Hirt's 

admirable work in this subject that nouns of agency and 

adjectives of the ??-declension are regularly accented on the 

suffix, while the corresponding nouns of action have root 

accent. Now does any one suppose that t/)07to?, /co/?7to'c, 

Xo^ds, etc., are different in origin from rp?iros, ko/xtto?, X?xos? 
The noun of agency must be the original, and here, as Hirt 

indicates, the accent rested upon the defining element. In 

its secondary use, however, the accent was thrown back. 

And it is not unnatural for a difference in use to cause a dif 

ference in accent. Compare Eng. perfume, address, minute 

with perfume, address, minute. In the verb the same prin 

ciple prevailed. The expression of present action was the 

original and all-important one, and here, as in the noun of 

agency, the stress was upon the defining element. I put 
this out as a query to those who have gone most deeply into 

the study of accent : Why are some verbs accented on the 

root-syllable (or rather on what is regarded as the root-syl 

lable) while others are accented on the suffix? I suggest 
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this possibility : Verb and noun stems are identical, and con 

sequently should be accented alike. If the agent was promi 
nent in the mind of the speaker, the suffix received the accent 

in noun and verb. And this is what we might expect if these 

suffixes, as I have assumed, were, for the most part, especially 
in the older period, demonstrative stems pointing out the 

agent. But when the action was uppermost, then the verb 
was accented as in the noun of action. 

This, of course, applies only to the present, which was the 

only original tense. But when the action was thrown into 

past time, a difference of accent indicated this change in use 

just as the similar variation arose in passing from rpoiros 
to T/oo7ro?. For a present action, then, we have the stem 

*{e)bJi?ro-, for the past *?bhero-. Later, when the initial 

vowel was lost in the present, the vowel remaining in. the 

preterit was felt as a distinguishing mark of that tense, and 

therefore was used with all verbs, whether originally begin 

ning with a vowel or not. Verbs in which the vowel was re 

tained, as Gk. eSo), go back to roots with a long initial vowel, 
or else the long vowel is a contraction with the augment 
-e, as 

usually explained. In this case it was a 
secondary 

addition. 

Considering the growth of words in this way, we get a 

better understanding of the reduplication also. This con 

sists simply in the repetition of the root in its simple form. 

Per Persson, Wz. 2161, suggests that the reduplication may 
have arisen from the repetition of the root in a different 

form. But the great majority of cases point toward same 

ness rather than difference. Thus : Skt. l?-layati, ci-k?ti, 

{ci), ci-k?ta {cit), ji-ghy-ati ; Gk. BiCo/jlch, < *didio-, o?- Be, 
oir-c?ire, ?S-r]Bm ; Goth. reira, mimz < *m?-mso~. The vowel 

of the reduplication was most frequently e, because that was 

the usual vowel of the root. Nearest to the original type 
are such forms as eS-?78a>?. This is like the reduplication 
in X-eX-oiira from *{e)X- Xoi7ra, as in the pluperf. ?XeXoi7n]. 

After the different types were once formed, they increased 

outside of their original limits. 

Our views of ablaut must also be somewhat modified. 
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The great regularity in Germanic is prima facie evidence 

that it is a 
secondary, and not a 

necessary, development. 

This applies as well to the other IE. languages, though to 
a less extent. There seems to have been an original ablaut 
e : 0, which may have depended on accent. It proves noth 

ing to give such illustrations as *l?iq"o :*lel?iq e ; for that 

probably does not represent the original condition. What 
ever may have been the starting-point, the ablaut, as it ap 
pears, is something quite different. If, now, we begin with 
a root {e)bhe, and add the suffixes to and uo, we have 

the enlarged roots bheio-, bht:bheuo, bhfi, and these may in 
turn be enlarged, and so on indefinitely. 

Again, {e)bhe may become bh-?, bh-?, bh-?, as Gk. 7rXrj-ro, 
Lat. im-pl?-s 

: Gk. 7tA,o)-to?, Goth, fl?-dus ; and Gk. ?i-h -pa ; 

Lat. d?-s, add?s. Hefe the ?, ?, ? seem to be real suffixes, 
arid the ablaut ? : ? a later development. These are not con 

fined to any tense, as we see from Gk. pcoofiai,, ?<?; OE. 

bl?wan. In Gk. ?rjfii, saia : ?oec?tca, sais?, ? and ? are 
just as 

truly suffixes as in ??}, ?S. In the University of Chicago 
Germanic Studies, II. p. 42, I explained the ablaut occurring 
in ON. biota: blet as originating in different suffixes. This I 

believe to be true, not only in verbs of that class, but also 
in many verbs of the ablauting series. The process is as fol 
lows: pe-; pe-le; pl-?, pl-?; pl?-uo-, pl?-tio-; pl?u-do-, pl?ti-do-: 
or pe-le ; pl-? ; pl?-io, etc. 

There is, therefore, no more reason for supposing the loss 
of an u in Gk. 7t\?)to?, Goth, fl?dus, on account of Gk. irXeoa, 

than of assuming the loss of a d from Gk. 7rXec?} ̂ eiw, on 
account of OHG. fliozan, giozan. As well might we explain 
Lat. pl?nus as coming from *pl?unos, since pi?- in irX ros is 
an ablaut of pie- in pl?nus. What then becomes of the ablaut 
? : ? ? There is no such thing, unless we extend the term to 

include all vowel sounds occurring in related words. Goth. 

bliggzvan is undoubtedly connected with ga-malzvjan, from 
*ml?uo- : *mluo-, as I have shown above ; and these are as 

certainly connected with Skt. ml?yati {*ml?io- or *ml?io-), 
Gk. ?X?-!;, all from the root mel. Have we then the ablaut 
eu : ?i : ? f Of course not, it will be said, for uo and to are 
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only suffixes and do not belong to the stem. But how about 

Goth, blaupjan ? This certainly is derived from the same 

stem as bliggzvan. I believe, therefore, that it is misleading 
to speak of the ablaut ? : ? or ? : ?. If that is ablaut, then 

it can be proved of almost any combination. Is it possible 
to keep apart Lat. pl?g?, plang?, plaud?, plect? ? If not, how 

shall we explain the ablaut ? We have at least a common 

element pla- in the first three words, but further than that 

we can make no comparison. If we compare the four words, 

then we have only the common element //-, and this is the 
' 
Schwundstufe 

' 
of pel{e)- in pello. The first thing to do, 

then, is to discover the root, or at least some common ele 

ment, before we make comparisons or draw conclusions as 

to ablaut. In Germanic, especially, 
' 
systemzwang 

' 
has oblit 

erated former conditions. OHG. sliozan belongs to the 

eii : ou ablaut-series, but the au of Lat. claud? is from au, 

as is seen from cl?vis, cl?vus. The Germ, word, then, is 

for an original *skl?ud?, which has gone into the second 

ablaut-series, because ait and ?u fell together in Germ. ; or 

from *skleud?y in which case it cannot be compared directly 
with claud?. 

Again, the verb-stem sretio- may be from sr? + t?o (cf. 
MHG. str?m), in which sr-? is composed of the root ser -f- the 

suf. ? ; or it may be formed with the suf. uo- added to root 

sere-. Therefore when we find verb stems of the form 

pl?io- : pl?; pl?uo- : pl?, they are always compound, and the 

root is to be sought under the form pele- or pe-le-. 

Cornell College, 
Mt. Vernon, Iowa. 

Francis A. Wood. 
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